BETTER FEEDBACK
BEYOND THE LOW HANGING FRUIT
How can school leaders provide
feedback that actually helps teachers
improve their practice?

The traditional approach is to observe,
then give feedback that includes
suggestions about specific changes to
make.
But suggestions are a waste of a good
learning opportunity—for both the
teacher and the instructional leader.
In my book, Now We’re Talking! 21 Days to HighPerformance Instructional Leadership, I recommend
not making suggestions—at least, not as the main
purpose of walkthroughs. (I’ll say more about what to
do instead below.)
It’s a tough impulse to resist, because we’ve been
conditioned to believe that any kind of observation
that isn’t accompanied by suggestions for
improvement is a wasted opportunity.
Suggestions are appealing because they’re actionoriented. When we give teachers one specific aspect
of their teaching to change, and specific advice
on how to change it, it feels like we’re making a
difference. It feels like we’re having an impact.
But I’m convinced that our feedback often gets better
when we temper the impulse to make suggestions.
Let’s look at when suggestions are helpful—and when
they’re not.
The Low-Hanging Fruit
In Leverage Leadership, Paul Bambrick-Santoyo
describes a robust model for providing feedback to
help teachers make rapid improvements. His model
involves intensive cycles of observations, postobservation meetings to identify changes the teacher
should make, and follow-up observations to create
accountability for making the agreed-upon changes.
If you’re working with teachers who have never had
much feedback on their teaching, or who are new
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to the profession, there are solid reasons to make
specific suggestions. If a small change can have a big
impact, there’s no reason to ignore the opportunity.
It’s important to understand, though, that this is the
low-hanging fruit of improvement in our profession—
the easiest and most obvious set of changes to make.
Picking this fruit may take us from mediocre to good,
but it will never take our schools from good to great.
What’s worse, when we take the same approach
with more experienced teachers, or with more
advanced elements of teaching practice, we run
the risk of making suggestions that are decidedly
counterproductive.
When Suggestions Do More Harm Than Good
Suggestions for improvement can be harmful when
they:
•

Are based on insufficient information, and are
thus off-base

•

Take teachers out of the driver’s seat, and ask
them to be compliant rather than in charge of
their own professional growth

•

Don’t prompt the kinds of discussions that will
increase the expertise of the observer

Let’s look at each of these situations in more detail.
First, when suggestions are based on inadequate
information, they can give the observer a false sense
of accomplishment, while frustrating or misleading
the teacher. During a brief 5-minute walkthrough,
it’s easy to simply miss parts of the lesson that would
obviate a certain suggestion, or to misjudge the
effectiveness of a particular aspect of the lesson.
That’s why I recommend treating walkthroughs as
a source of information that can be used to start
conversations about instruction—not as a “pop quiz”
that gives teachers a list of things they’re doing
wrong.
Even during a longer formal observation, the
information problem can lead to off-base feedback.
If the observer doesn’t understand the arc of the

lesson within the larger unit, or doesn’t understand
the routines in place in the teacher’s classroom,
feedback won’t be helpful. (Conducting regular
classroom walkthroughs can provide valuable
context for formal observations, as we explore in the
Challenge.)

I hope you find this resource helpful in your work as
an instructional leader.

Second, when feedback puts teachers in a role
of passive compliance, it removes the greatest
opportunities for professional growth. Here, the risk
is not so much that the feedback will be inaccurate
as that it’ll be a distraction from bigger opportunities
for improvement. If a teacher is working on an
ambitious new lesson design, but the observer’s
feedback focuses on a minor student engagement
strategy, for example, an opportunity has been
missed. More critically, the teacher has been
conditioned to listen and obey, rather than to inquire
and grow.

Justin Baeder
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Finally, when feedback is a one-way transfer of
expertise from observer to teacher, it limits the
opportunity for instructional leaders to continue to
grow. Our greatest resource for professional growth
is the teachers we supervise, who can challenge us
to think more deeply about teaching and learning,
and can push us beyond our personal experience in
the classroom.
Beyond Suggestions: What Feedback Really Means
So if suggestions aren’t the ideal form of feedback for
teacher growth, what is?
I believe that deep conversations about instruction
create the best context for professional growth—
for both the observer and the teacher receiving
feedback.

Sincerely,

P.S. For more on this model of feedback and
classroom walkthroughs, I’d like to encourage you to
check out my book, Now We’re Talking! 21 Days to
High-Performance Instructional Leadership. In this
book, I share my best strategies for making time to
get into classrooms, and making the most of every
visit.
I believe that classroom walkthroughs give highperformance instructional leaders what they need
most: information that leads to better decisions.

These conversations are best begun with an
evidence-based discussion of what actually
happened in the lesson, because feedback is
fundamentally about returning information to its
source for re-processing.
Put the microphone too close to a speaker and you’ll
get one kind of feedback; share what you observed
with the teacher, and you’ll get a similarly amplified
result.
On the next page, you’ll find ten ways to phrase
feedback, without making suggestions, in order
to lead to better discussions about teaching and
learning.
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TEN QUESTIONS
FOR BETTER FEEDBACK WITHOUT SUGGESTIONS
Try these structures next time you share feedback with a teacher:

1. Context: I noticed that you [ ]...could you talk to me about how
that fits within this lesson or unit?
2. Perception: Here’s what I saw students [ ]...what were you
thinking was happening at that time?
3. Interpretation: At one point in the lesson, it seemed like [ ] ...What
was your take?
4. Decision: Tell me about when you [ ] ...what went into that
choice?
5. Comparison: I noticed that students [ ] ...how did that compare
with what you had expected to happen when you planned the
lesson?
6. Antecedent: I noticed that [ ] ...could you tell me about what led
up to that, perhaps in an earlier lesson?
7. Adjustment: I saw that [ ] ...what did you think of that, and what
do you plan to do tomorrow?
8. Intuition: I noticed that [ ] ...how did you feel about how that
went?
9. Alignment: I noticed that [ ] ...what links do you see to our
instructional framework?
10. Impact: What effect did you think it had when you [ ] ?

Notice a theme here: good feedback begins with noticing specific aspects of the lesson, and sharing those
observations with the teacher as the starting point for the discussion.
When we share evidence-based feedback, then stop talking and listen, we can have a far greater impact on
teaching practice than if we’re too quick to make suggestions.
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To learn how you can make a habit of conducting high-impact
classroom walkthroughs, check out the High-Performance
Instructional Leadership Certification Program

https://www.principalcenter.com/certification

